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                                            Om Gurave Namah ~ Bhalchandraya Hum   

 

    Timing of financial gains with the use of                                         

Narayan Dasa  – Kanupriya. 
 

                    When we look at a chart we can see the whole life of the native. 

Happiness from marriage, the kind of comforts and money, children, health likes and 

dislikes spiritual inclinations everything about the native can be seen. We are able to 

judge what planet gives what results then why do we need dasas at all? To time when 

the planet will give its results we needs dasas. Hence, dasas are a tool of timing 

events in any chart. There are various types of dasa. There are in fact over a hundred 

types of dasas. 

                  We experience life through various levels. Physical, emotional, 

psychological, spiritual, social etc. How we experience life at these various levels is 

seen from the various dasas. Any particular event in our life will affect us in several 

ways. For example, if there are financial losses we may suffer socially or status wise. 

We may also feel depressed due to this loss and our health may be affected due to the 

stress. To see these various effects different dasas are used. The loss of the above 

kind may make us realize that money is not all one seeks in life and may lead to 

certain amount of spiritual growth or awareness. Thus, we need to look at life and 

study events from various angles and different types of dasas are used for this. 

 

                The Dasa’s can be divided into the following groups: 

 

o Phalita & Ayur 

1. Phalita Dasa’s are Dasa’s for general overview of life’s 

events. 

2. Ayur Dasa’s are specifically for longevity and the likes. 

 

o Kendrädi, Udu and Räçi Dasa’s. 

1. All Kendrädi Dasa’s show the fructification of various 

elements in our lives 

2. All Udu Dasa’s show those events which have an impact on 

our mind 

3. All Räçi Dasa’s show the circumstances and directions of 

our lives.  

            For example: 

 

o Udu Dasa:  Vimshottari dasa – shows the movement of the mind 

through life. 

o Räçi Dasa: Narayan dasa – shows the movement of the lagna 

through life and hence shows the circumstances that surround the 

native. 

o Ayur Dasa:  Shoola dasa: - shows suffering and death. 

o Kendrädi Dasa : Karaka kendradi dasa – shows the experiences 

which mark the important events for the soul. 
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                                                    Narayan Dasa 
                  Narayan dasa is a very important rasi dasa. It is a phalita dasa. It shows 

general results. Narayan dasa is computed differently for different divisional charts 

and we can use Narayan dasa of a divisional chart to predict matters related to that 

divisional chart. 

 

                 Narayan dasa is based on the progression of lagna in one’s life. As one 

dasa ends and another starts, one rasi stops being the progressed lagna and another 

rasi becomes one’s progressed lagna. How ever, it’s important to see this in relation 

to the natal lagna as well. 

 

                    This is a very versatile dasa system and attention must be paid to the 

details of calculation. Narayan dasa gives the progression of lagna in life. During the 

dasa of a rasi, that rasi acts as lagna. If dasas are started from the 7th house from 

lagna, then Narayan dasa gives the progression of the 7th house. So the 7th from dasa 

rasi gives the progressed lagna, i.e. the rasi that acts as lagna during the dasa. 

 

                     Treat the dasa rasi or the 7th from it – based on whether dasas start from 

lagna or the 7th house – as lagna and analyze the chart, to see fortune in a dasa. The 

rasi of which the maha dasa is running can be denoted as “dasa lagna”. Similarly, the 

rasi containing the lord of dasa lagna can be denoted as “paaka rasi”. 

 

                     Just as the strength of lagna lord is very important in a natal chart, 

strength of the lord of dasa lagna is the key to interpreting a dasa. In addition, 

Parashar mentioned a lot of principles: 

 

 Natural malefic in the 3rd and 6th from dasa lagna give success in 

ventures. Natural benefic in those houses give failures. 

 Natural benefic in trines and 8th from dasa lagna give happiness and 

success.  

 Natural malefic in those houses give failures, obstructions and 

unhappiness.  

 Situation of a planet – benefic or a malefic – in the 11th house ensures 

gains.  

 Rahu in the 8th and 12th houses from dasa lagna gives constant fear. 

  If the lord of dasa lagna or the lord of a trine or a quadrant from it is 

exalted or in own house, it gives excellent results. Debilitation, on the 

other hand, is bad. 

  If the lord of a dusthana from dasa lagna is debilitated, it gives good 

results. If the 4th house from dasa lagna has malefic, there will be 

discomfort and lack of happiness. Benefic in the same house give 

happiness, well-being and pleasures. 

 Benefic in the 2nd and 5th houses from dasa lagna give good name, 

fame and favors from authorities. 

  Malefic in the same houses bring bad results in the same areas.  
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 If the 7th house from dasa lagna and paaka rasi is afflicted by malefic, 

there may troubles in marriage. 

  Raja yogas and dhana yogas with respect to dasa lagna bring success. 

 If dasa lagna or paaka rasi is associated with an exalted planet or a 

planet in own house, there will be all-round success and accumulation 

of wealth in that dasa. 

 

                     In addition to interpreting dasas taking dasa lagna as lagna, we can 

interpret dasas from the natal references also. For example, dasa of raajya pada gives 

success in career. Dasa of upapada may bring marriage. Dasa of the 2nd house or the 

7th house from upapada may bring troubles in marriage. Dasa of GL may bring 

power. In particular, antardasas aspected by GL may bring promotions. Antardasas 

aspecting upapada may bring marriage. Arudha padas aspected by antardasa rasi are 

important in deciding the results in an antardasa. 

 

                     We also judge the results given in antardasas by looking at the house 

occupied by antardasa lord from dasa rasi. 

 

                    Another approach is to divide each dasa into three equal parts. The rasi 

dominates in the first part. Its lord dominates in the second part and gives his results. 

Occupants of the rasi and those who aspect it dominate in the third part. 

 

 

                           Reading results from the Maha Dasas and Antar Dasas 

                              

             The rasis are divided into three groups based on their ability to give results. 

 They are divided into the following: 

 Shirshodaya - Signs that give results at the beginning of the period- 

Rising from the head. 

 Prishtodaya - Signs that give results at the end of the period- 

Rising from the back. 

 Ubhayodaya - Signs that give results both at the beginning and at 

the end. 

The rasis are divided as follows:  

 

Sheershodaya Ubhayodaya Prishtodaya 

Gemini  

Leo 

Virgo 

Libra 

Scorpio 

 

Pisces Aries 

Taurus  

Cancer 

Capricorn 

Sagittarius 

Aquarius 

        

 

                          Apart from this the relationship between the Maha Dasa rasi and the 

Antar Dasa rasi must be seen. The placement from each other, for example, trines, 
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dusthans or quadrant etc must be studied well. Placement of the planets in these signs 

must be observed and results will be affected by their relationship to each other. 

 

                           Narayan dasa may be said to be one of the most important phalita 

dasa. Its versatility lies in the fact that it can be computed separately for each 

divisional chart for precise timing of specific matters. In fact, we can compute more 

than one Narayana dasa for each divisional chart. 

 

                                                   Timing Financial Gains 

To time financial gains it is important to first understand the various tools that show 

us about the financial condition of the native. 

 The natural karaka for wealth – Jupiter. 

 The Second Bhav and Dhan Pada and the Eleventh Bhav and Labh 

Pada. 

 Varnada Lagna for seeing work and income arising from it. 

 Hora Lagna for wealth 

 Sree Lagna for increase in prosperity. 

 Ghatika Lagna – for gain in power and authority. 

 Arudha Lagna and placement of planets for it for increase in status. 

The above not only indicate only the monetary gains but also gains in general in life 

which can come in terms of rise in status, promotions etc. 

       Let us apply the above simple principle and time the financial gains and loses in a 

natal chart.    

   Example Chart - 1 

         Chart 1: Birth Data: February 5th, 1969.Time of birth: 3:54 am. Place: Ranchi, Bihar. 

 
 

Narayana Dasa of D-1 chart (a versatile phalita rasi dasa): 

Maha Dasas: 

Sg: 1969-02-05 (3:54:01) - 1978-02-05 (11:21:03) 
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 Le: 1978-02-05 (11:21:03) - 1985-02-05 (6:19:07) 

 Ar: 1985-02-05 (6:19:07) - 1991-02-05 (19:25:56) 

 Pi: 1991-02-05 (19:25:56) - 1997-02-05 (8:11:38) 

 Sc: 1997-02-05 (8:11:38) - 2007-02-05 (21:48:48) 

 

 Pisces Maha Dasa: 

 

Dictum: If dasa lagna or paaka rasi is associated with an exalted planet or a planet in 

own house, there will be all-round success and accumulation of wealth in that dasa.  

 

The dictum is fulfilled in the chart, in the Maha Dasa of Pisces, as Venus is exalted in 

Pisces, the native will experience a lot of success.                    

 

 

o The lord of the dasa lagna is 7
th

 from it and aspecting it. It’s a natural 

benefic-Jupiter. The native began working in Pi- Sc. Here Scorpio has 

the placement of Hora Lagna. 

o  Here Saturn is 2
nd

 lord increasing the earnings, whilst Rähu is 3
rd

 lord 

showing a lot of Parakrama/force/drive – Venus is 11
th

 lord exalted and 

joined 2
nd

 lord, so a big Dhana yoga is getting activated here, but 

tainted due to the involvement of 6
th

 and 3
rd

 lords as they are trishadaya 

houses, and this can mean earning at the cost of another. [Can indicate 

being competitive]. 

o Seeing placements from the Dasa Lagna we can see what 

circumstances are brewing around this Dhana Yoga – i.e. what 

instigates it or drives it – first see 3
rd

, 6
th

 and 11
th

 houses as these show 

ones ability to take others food – 3
rd

 is a benefic sign and 6
th

 is 

occupied by a benefic so her personal drive is little and she should 

expect defeat at least some times during specific Antara Dasa’s. 

o  11
th

 has Sun and Mercury which is generally auspicious indicating that 

there will be good opportunities for wealth through intellectual 

pursuits.  

o 2
nd

 and 8
th

 should now be seen – 2
nd

 is a malefic sign and 8
th

 has a 

malefic, hence there will be financial pressure for her to pursue the 

previously mentioned Räjya Yoga. 

o Trines are unoccupied, Kendras have the nodes so there will be a need 

to move abroad or move around a lot during the Dasa. – In this way 

one can differentiate between the Yogas getting activated and the 

circumstances that drive the yoga. 

Over all results will be seen from the following: 

o Success in work. 

o Constant changes and struggle due to Rahu and Shani. 

o Venus will give mixed results because it lords a dusthan and is also 

debilitated in the Navamsha. 

o So this Maha Dasa will surely take the native up and down due to its 

mixed nature. 
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o Pisces is an Ubhayodaya rasi .So the results will be seen at the 

beginning and at the end of the Maha Dasa. 

 

Pisces- Scorpio. 

In 1992 the native joined British Airways. The native did very well for them selves. The 

job too came very suddenly and the native got a higher pay than most others. 

Scorpio’s lord is joined Dhana Karaka Jupiter, and has the Hora Lagna, so the time for 

the Dhana Yogas to get activated has come. 

 

Pisces-Aquarius. 

   

After August 1993 the native faced problems at work. 

Aquarius has Räçi drsti on Mars that is causing the Kemadruma Yoga – the financial 

tension arises through arguments/fights/bad food. GL is also aspected by Aquarius and 

the reasons for the arguments could be a promotion in sight. 

Pisces-Pisces. 

The native got a promotion between February and August 1994.  

7
th

 lord from GL is Saturn aspecting the Lagna – the promotion came to her. 

Pisces-Aries. 

There was a change of job at the end of 1994. 

The native got a new job with in a month. 

Again Kemadruma Yoga gets activated and there is defeat/pravrajya Yoga as Aries sees 

the Moon – It also sees HL and finds a new opportunity for making money. 

 

Scorpio Maha Dasa: 

 

Dictum: If Dasa lagna or paka rasi is associated with an exalted planet or a planet in own 

house, there will be all-round success and accumulation of wealth in that dasa. 

 

Scorpio is a Sirshodaya rasi-rising with the head- so the results will come as soon as the 

dasa begins. Scorpio is the 12
th

 house from lagna with Hora lagna placed in it. As soon as 

Scorpio Maha dasa began the native stopped working and left abroad because of the 

spouse. [12th house] the native was how ever very comfortable and had enough money. 

[Placement of HL] 

 

Dictum: Natural malefic in the 3
rd

 and 6
th

 from dasa lagna gives success in ventures 

 

Scorpio- Leo. 

1998 June to 1999 June was a very good financial year for the native with huge financial 

gains. Lord of Leo is placed in the 3
rd

 from dasa lagna and is a natural malefic promising 

success in business. There were a lot of gains and expansion of work. [Placement of A7 

and A 11 in Leo itself] 

 

 

Scorpio- Cancer. 
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As soon as this dasa began the native had huge achievements. At this point the native 

made news as she was written about in the newspapers. Cancer has the placement of 

Ghatika Lagna that gives a rise in status and power and authority. These were the exact 

results faced by the native as soon as Cancer Antra began. Cancer is the 8
th

 house from 

lagna the native got money from over seas connections as she dealt in travel. 

 

 

Scorpio- Gemini. 

In March 2000 the native had huge gains. In the month of September the same year she 

got a lot of recognition and was invited by the Swiss Government. This was the result of 

the placement of Sree Lagna in Gemini. Also placement of A9 was helpful in bringing 

the native respect and fame.  

 

Scorpio – Taurus. 

In July 2000 the native experienced some financial constraints. The placement of A2 in 

Taurus is responsible for this. The Arudha pada of the second house always causes the 

native to focus a lot on money matters and some amount of tensions are faced during 

these periods.  

 

Scorpio – Aries. 

In July 2001 the native faced a lot of problems at work and major losses. In the month 

of September the same year she entered a partnership. Aries did not give favorable 

results here as it is placed in a 6
th

 / 8
th

 relationship with the dasa lagna.  

                                                   The Special Lagnas 

                        If we study the calculation of the Special lagana’s, they assume a perfectly 

linear set of time. This is unlike the Lagna, who spends more time in some signs and less 

time in others, giving us an oval like movement through the signs, while the special 

lagnas assume equal amount of time in each sign giving them a circular-type movement. 

This circular movement is akin to the thought process of the mind – i.e. linear movement. 

Hence the special lagnas represent a state of mind. When activated they represent our 

mind in a state. 

 

                                                           Hora Lagna 

                 The Hora lagna moves twice as fast as Lagna i.e it moves at twice the 

speed of Lagna. This is the reason why matters pertaining to the second house are 

seen from the Hora Lagna. Wealth and financial prospects of the Chart are greatly 

affected by the Hora Lagna. The term Lagna indicates that it can be treated as a 

special ascendant for financial matters. The dasa periods of the Hora Lagna can lead 

to financial improvement and gains. This principle can be extended to Sudasa, 

Vimsottari Dasa and Narayan Dasa as well. Since the Narayan Dasa indicates the 

circumstances that surround the native the changes that come during the dasa of the 

Hora Lagna or planets connecting with it are very visible. 

                The lord of Hora Lagna or the planets associating with Hora lagna give 

good finances, more so if they associate with the 11th from Arudha Lagna. This is so 
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because Arudha is the complete image or the Maya that surrounds us. Money is the 

source of all that comes from Maya. The eleventh house from the Arudha lagna 

shows the gain of this image or gains in monetary matters that lead to increase or rise 

of the social image of the native. 

                 It is the planets that influence the Hora Lagna, which indicate Physical 

wealth. The Hora lagna only shows the flow of wealth. Hora Lagna indicates the flow 

of money as our mind is in a state of observing sustenance and wealth. This leads us 

to the understanding that to be able to judge the kind or amount of wealth from the 

dasa periods of the Hora Lagna there must be planets associating with it to actually 

physically manifest this wealth. More opportunities would be indicated for this wealth 

to flow into the native’s life if the Hora Lagna associates with several planets. 

Furthermore, the placement of HL itself in the various houses will indicate the 

inclination of the native about money matters. 

 

                                                        Sree Lagna  

The term ‘Sree’ indicates the Sree shakti that sustains us. It is also the indication of 

Lakshmi and has to deal with not just financial gains but prosperity in every way. The 

Sree lagna indicates the blessings of Lakshmi in a chart. The Sree lagna is calculated 

from the nakshatra of the Moon. The Moon is also responsible for our sustenance and 

this lagna denotes how well we are sustained. The dasa periods of this lagna will 

make sure the native is blessed with some gains and prosperity. 

 

                                                        Ghatika Lagna 

 

                  The Ghatika lagna is the position of the Sun at sunrise. Sun is karak for 

fame. Thus, the Ghatika lagna indicates fame, power and authority in a chart. This 

becomes very important when we read the chart of politicians or people in authority. 

When the dasa activates the GL it leads to rise in power, fame, promotions etc. To be 

able to understand in intensity of this rise we must study the circumstances 

surrounding the GL. Placement of planets, dristi, conjunctions etc. 

 

                 Furthermore, the strength of a planet and the intensity of its fruits in terms 

of financial and social gains can be studied when we study the special circumstances 

surrounding the special laganas. Planets can attain a lot of power and are termed as 

Maha Yogada, Kewla Raaj Yogada etc. 

 

                                                        Varnada Lagna 

 

                 The term ‘Varna’ means colour or type. This is used to see what kind of 

work the native does. How ever the placement of planets from the VL [11
th

 from VL, 

6
th

 from VL etc.] can indicate the type of earnings that come in during that period. 

When using Narayan dasa this can easily be used. Look at the dasa lagna and 

placement of the planets in relation to it from the VL. The placement of VL itself in 

the dasa lagna can indicate change or rise in profession depending on the other 

factors.  

Raaj Yoga 
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                       While timing financial gains it becomes crucial to look at the chart for 

combinations for raaj yoga or those planets that have the ability to give this yoga. The 

following points are to be studied to judge the strength of a planet as a yoga giver 

termed as Yogada: 

o A planet associating with the Lagna and HL or GL. 

o The association has to be either by rasi dristi or conjunction, 

ownership etc. 

o The dispositer of the Moon is called Shubapati. When the 

Shubapati associates with the Lagna it becomes a Kevala. 

o When the Kevala becomes a Yogada its called Kevala Maha 

Yogada. 

o A planet associating with the Lagna, HL and GL is called Maha 

Yogada. 

o More the association of the planet more powerful it’s strength or 

the ability to give raaj yoga.  

 

Let us time financial gains in birth charts based only on the special lagans. 

Example Chart -2 

      Chart 2: Birth Data: August 3rd, 1974.Time of birth: 7:58 pm. Place: Delhi. 

 
 

Narayana Dasa of D-1 chart (a versatile phalita rasi dasa): 

 

 Cp MD: 2001-08-03 - 2008-08-03 

 

  Antardasas in this MD: 

 

  Cp: 2001-08-03 - 2002-03-02 

  Sg: 2002-03-02 - 2002-10-04 

  Sc: 2002-10-04 - 2003-05-02 
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  Li: 2003-05-02 - 2003-12-04 

  Vi: 2003-12-04 - 2004-07-03 

  Le: 2004-07-03 - 2005-01-31 

  Cn: 2005-01-31 - 2005-09-03 

 

                       In the above chart there is Vipreeta raaj yoga [8
th

 lord in the 6th house 

and 6
th

 lord in the 12
th

 house]. Mercury lords HL and joins GL and gives rasi dristi to 

the lagna. Hence, Mercuy is Maha Yogada in the above chart.   

Capricorn Maha Dasa: 

o The Sree lagna is placed in Capricorn. 

o Capricorn also has Moon placed in it, which is the lord of Varnada 

Lagna and Ghatika Lagna. 

o  The Moon also causes Vipreeta Raaj yoga in this chart [6th lord in 

12
th

 from lagna].  

o Capricorn is the 12
th

 bhava from the lagna.  

o The arudha of the second house also falls in Capricorn [A2]. 

 

                 The above point indicate that there will be mixed results faced in the dasa. 

Since it is the 12
th

 house from lagna some trouble and loses cannot be avoided. Moon 

will cause a lot of trouble but the troubles will end, as the VRY will get activated. 

Placement of Sree lagna here too will make sure the native experiences some gains 

even when in trouble. Over all this maha dasa is bound to lead to a lot of changes in 

the native’s life and being the 12
th

 house can also lead to spirituality. In studying the 

results of any Maha Dasa it is important to see all that surrounds the dasa lagna and 

placements in it. 

                  As soon as the dasa began the native had to move residence [12
th

 house] 

and suffer losses. Due to the struggle the native ended up working and studying a lot 

also gaining the knowledge of Jyotish and spirituality. This resulted in the native in 

fact earning a lot of money and being more independent in life [SL]. 

 

Capricorn-Libra: 

Libra has the placement of AL in it. It’s the 9
th

 from lagna and is also the bhadak 

rashi for the native. Lord of Libra is also Yoga karak for the native. During this 

period the native began teaching Jyotish and also attained a lot of respect as an 

astrologer. This can be understood as 11
th

 from Varnada lagna is lorded by Venus and 

its periods will get the native income. Rise in the AL is seen during the periods of the 

rasi it’s placed in. Lord of Capricorn and lord of Libra are in conjunction forming a 

LakshmiYoga [conjunction of lagna lord and 9
th

 lord]  

 

Capricorn-Virgo 

Virgo has the placement of Hora Lagna. Lord of Virgo is involved in a VRY [8th lord 

in 6
th

] and is Maha Yogada and vargottam. Capricorn and Virgo are in trines to each 

other. During this period the native acquired a house [Mercury joins A4 and gives rasi 

dristi to the 4
th

 house from lagna]. This house came as inheritance [8th house from 

lagna]. This also came after a lot of struggle and fights with the spouse [lord of 2
nd
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from 7
th

 placed in 12
th

 from it]. The native also experienced the inflow of more 

money during this period.  

 

Capricorn- Cancer 

 

Cancer is the 7
th

 house from the dasa lagna. It has the placement of Ghatika Lagna 

and the Varnada lagna also falls here. Mercury is placed here causing VRY with Sun 

in Budha Aditya yoga. The native has experienced social recognition and a lot of 

respect in the area she lives. She has also received several good job opportunities. 

This period is bound to bring a social rise and gain as Mercury is connected with both 

Hora Lagna and Ghatika lagna. 

            

             Example Chart3: Dirubhai Hirachand Ambani 

 
 Narayana Dasa of D-1 chart (a versatile phalita rasi dasa): 

 

 Ar MD: 1949-12-28 - 1953-12-28 

 

  Antardasas in this MD: 

 

  Le: 1949-12-28 - 1950-04-27 

   

 Pi MD: 1953-12-28 - 1959-12-29 

 

  Antardasas in this MD: 

 

   Pi: 1957-12-28 - 1958-06-28 

  Aq: 1958-06-28 - 1958-12-28 

  Cp: 1958-12-28 - 1959-06-29 
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Sc MD: 1959-12-29 - 1968-12-28 

 

  Antardasas in this MD: 

 

  Ar: 1965-12-28 - 1966-09-30 

 

  Cn MD: 1968-12-28 - 1975-12-29 

 

  Antardasas in this MD: 

 

  Sc: 1974-10-30 - 1975-05-28 

 

   Ge MD: 1975-12-29 - 1980-12-28 

 

  Antardasas in this MD: 

 

  Cn: 1976-10-30 - 1977-03-27 

 

  Ta MD: 1992-12-28 - 1998-12-29 

 

  Antardasas in this MD: 

 

  Sc: 1994-06-29 - 1994-12-29 

   

  Cn: 1998-06-29 - 1998-12-29 

 

 Cp MD: 1998-12-29 - 2010-12-29 

 

  Antardasas in this MD: 

 

  Cp: 1998-12-29 - 1999-12-29 

  Aq: 1999-12-29 - 2000-12-28 

 

                         While understanding the special lagans we learnt that the more planets 

associated with the HL and GL the more the inflow of money as more favorable the 

circumstances. The above chart is one of the richest men in India and when we 

observe the Special lagans we can notice the following points: 

o HL and GL associate with four planets. Venus and Mercury are 

placed with them and Mars and Ketu lords them. We will 

further observe that each time the native under went the periods 

of these planets and especially Scorpio periods the native was 

blessed with a lot of money, power and recognition 

o The SL lord Moon in the lagna indicating the blessing of 

Lakshmi with the native, since an early age the native saw a 

rise and prosperity that only increased with age. 
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o Shani is strong in Capricorn and is in the 11
th

 bhav from AL 

ensuring the native does not suffer poverty. How ever, being in 

the second from lagna the same Shani can cause a lot of 

problems to the native. 

   

Aries- Leo 

At the age of 17 went to Aden (now part of Yemen) and worked for A. Besse & Co. 

Ltd., the sole selling distributor of Shell products. 1949- Aries is lorded by Mars who 

is also the lord of Hora Lagna and Ghatika Lagna. Leo is in trines to the Dasa lagna 

and has the placement of Mars and Ketu who lord the HL and GL.  

 

Pisces- Pisces 

In the year 1958 the native returned to Mumbai and started his first company, 

Reliance Commercial Corporation, a commodity trading and export house. Pisces - 

Pisces lord Jupiter is 4th lord so the native now got back home. Al is placed here and 

aspected by the lord Jupiter too resulting in the rise of the status when the native 

launched his own company. 

 

Scorpio- Aries 

In the year 1966, as a first step in Reliance's highly successful strategy of backward 

integration, he started the textile mill in Naroda, Ahmedabad. Scorpio has the 

placement of HL and GL and 10
th

 and 11
th

 lords. Aries has arudha padas A7 and A9 

leading to spread of business relationships and respect from them. 

 

Cancer-Scorpio 

In the year 1975, a technical team from the World Bank certified that the Reliance 

textile plant was "excellent by developed country standards." Cancer is the 8th house 

also symbolic of work over seas. Sree Lagna is placed here leading to this 

recognition. Scorpio has the placement of GL and HL 

 

Taurus-Scorpio 

Awarded the Companion Membership of the Textile Institute, UK, an award which is 

limited to 50 living members who have "substantially advanced the general interests 

of the industries based on fibers", 1994.  

Taurus’s lord Venus is placed with HL and GL and both lords in Scorpio 

. 

Taurus- Cancer 

Leading business magazine Business Barons placed him in its list of 'India's 25 Most 

Influential Business and Financial Leaders', June 1998.Venus is placed with HL and 

GL. Cancer has the placement of SL.He also got chosen as 'Star of Asia' by Business 

Week, USA, June 1998. Cancer once again promised success and prosperity over 

seas. Awarded the Dean's Medal by The Wharton School, University of 

Pennsylvania, for setting an outstanding example of leadership, June 1998.  

The only Indian industrialist  ‘Business Hall of Fame' in Asia week, October 1998. 

 

                                 Jupiter - The natural karaka for wealth 
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                   While looking at maters of money in any birth chart it becomes very 

important to study the results of the dhana karak Jupiter. Mere afflictions to Jupiter 

can lead the native to spend phases of life in great financial stress. Jupiter in the 

following placements will not be able to give fruitful results for monetary gains: 

o Jupiter in Marana karak sthan. 

o Jupiter in grah yudha. 

o Jupiter co joined Mars or placed in Martian signs. 

      

           It is important to understand that the financial relationship of the planets 

may differ than the permanent relationship. To further understand the 

relationships of planets with each other in regard to finances and placement in 

rashis a table is given below:                

                                                Table 1: Sambandha for Finances1 

 

Planet Exaltation/ 

Debilitation 

Own 

Sign 

Friends Friendly Sign 

Sun Aries/Libra Leo Jupiter Sagittarius, 

Pisces 

Moon  Taurus/ 

Scorpio 

Cancer Mercury & 

Jupiter 

Virgo, 

Gemini 

Sagittarius, 

Pisces 

Mars Capricorn/ 

Cancer 

Aries 

Scorpio 

Mercury & 

Venus 

Virgo, 

Gemini 

Taurus, Libra 

Mercury Virgo/ 

Pisces 

Gemini, 

Virgo 

All planets 

Excluding 

Sun 

All signs 

except 

Leo 

Jupiter  Cancer/ 

Capricorn 

Sagittarius, 

Pisces 

All planets 

Excluding 

Mars 

All signs 

except 

Aries & 

Scorpio 

Venus  Pisces/ 

Virgo 

Taurus, 

Libra 

All planets 

Excluding 

Sun & 

Moon 

All signs 

except 

Leo & 

Cancer 

Saturn Libra/ 

Aries 

Capricorn, 

Aquarius 

Mercury 

Jupiter 

Venus 

Taurus, 

Libra, 

Gemini, 

Virgo, 

Pisces, 

Sagittarius 

                                                 
1 This table has been copied from Jaimini Upadesa Sutras by Sanjay Rath. This Sambandha is supposed to be hidden in 

the last 4 chapters of the 8 chapter long Jaimini Upadesa. 
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Rahu Gemini/ 

Sagittarius 

Aquarius Venus, 

Saturn 

Jupiter, 

Mercury 

Libra, 

Capricorn 

Virgo, 

Gemini, 

Pisces, 

Sagittarius 

Ketu Sagittarius Scorpio Sun, Moon Leo, Cancer, 

Aries, 

 

                          These relationships can be used while we study the Narayan Dasa to time 

financial gains. This helps in understanding when a planet will be more prone to giving 

gains.Let us understand the use of this with an example chart. 

 

 

 

       Example Chart 4: Amitabh Bachan 

 

 
Narayana Dasa of D-1 chart (a versatile phalita rasi dasa): 

 

 Sc MD: 1968-10-11 - 1978-10-11 

 

  Antardasas in this MD: 

 

  Ar: 1974-08-11 - 1975-06-09 

  Ta: 1975-06-09 - 1976-04-07 

  Ge: 1976-04-07 - 1977-02-07 

  Cn: 1977-02-07 - 1977-12-10 

  Le: 1977-12-10 - 1978-10-11 
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 Le MD: 1990-10-11 - 2001-10-11 

 

  Antardasas in this MD: 

 

    Pi: 1999-12-10 - 2000-11-10 

  Ar: 2000-11-10 - 2001-10-11 

 

Pi MD: 2001-10-11 - 2010-10-12 

 

  Antardasas in this MD: 

 

  Vi: 2001-10-11 - 2002-07-10 

  Le: 2002-07-10 - 2003-04-08 

  Cn: 2003-04-08 - 2004-01-09 

  Ge: 2004-01-09 - 2004-10-11 

   

                      Virgo becomes a very important rasi in the above chart as it has the 

lords of HL, SL and GL all placed in it. How ever this is also the 8
th

 house from 

the lagna so we cannot expect it to only give the best results unless it’s over seas. 

To understand the results of this conjunction we will need to look at rasi dristi of 

Virgo. Rasi dristi indicates the circumstances that surround the native. This 

understanding leads us to the rasis Sagittarius, Pisces and Gemini. Indeed, these 

periods brought about a change for him. On the other hand Virgo has given mixed 

results. Venus is debilitated and 8
th

 lord from lagna is exalted here. 

                      On the other hand the conjunction of planets here becomes very 

crucial in giving financial gains. If we further analyze this conjunction to observe 

the financial relationship of the planets: 

o Mars is in a friendly sign and friendly to the planets it co joins. 

o Venus is debilitated and inimical to the Sun. 

o Mercury is exalted though in ret rogation and not friendly to the 

Sun. 

o Sun is not friendly to either of them and is the dispositer of Rahu. 

o Rahu is Yogada. 

 

      Scorpio- Aries 

Several of his movies made history which included Mili and Sholay in 1975, 

Kabhi Kabhie in 1976, Amar Akbar Anthony in 1977, Don in 1978, Mukaddar ka 

sikandar in 1979 and so on. The list is endless. This is due to Mars, Mars becomes 

a very powerful planet here as it connects with both the lord of HL and GL and 

SL. Mars is also placed well as per the financial relationship. 

 

Leo- Pisces 

In July 2000 he again came into prominence with the launch of Kaun Banega 

Crorepati. Sun is friendly to the Sign Pisces and to Jupiter. During this period the 
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Sun gave it’s results as being the lord of GL and he got a lot of recognition. Rahu 

that is a Yogada is also placed here. 

Leo- Aries  

In January 2001 he was awarded Padma Bhushan. Mars did not hamper the result 

of the Sun and he continued to get more recognition and respect as a result of the 

GL lord. Once again Yogada placed in Leo and gave its results. 

Pisces- Gemini 

The year 2004 lead to many releases and his movies did well. He attained a lot of 

monetary success in this period. Gemini has HL in it and both the planets and 

rasis are friendly to each other for financial gains. 


